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Press release by Manchester City Council 
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2016 Parade Application submitted by Jenny Wong 

Manchester Day 2016 Invitation: Scientists meet Artists The theme for this 

year’s Manchester Day is EUREKA! the Thrill of Discovery.   

Theme: Chinese Three Kingdoms  

2016 年的主题是: 《三国演义》。游行中的

道具有孔明灯，巨大的风筝，三色彩旗, 舞蹈

和 中国古筝音乐。 

 

The Three Kingdoms  

Our theme was based on the 

famous Ming period novel Sanguo 

yanyi 三國演義 "The Three 

Kingdoms" (AD 220–280). It was 

the tripartite division of China 

between the states of Wei (魏), Shu 

(蜀), and Wu (吳), following the 

Han dynasty.  
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Aims: 

  

 To Celebrate- The theme of the parade was Eureka, celebrating the significant             
advancements that we are proud of in our community 
 

 

 To Educate-  We aimed to educate the community about Chinese culture and 
Science by presenting the three kingdoms to the public in a way that is 
engaging and exciting 
 

 

 To Integrate- Everybody had fun and was able to get involved 

 

 

Master Mankei Tang, Chairman of Manchester Chinese Material Art and Jenny 

Wong Director of Manchester Chinese Centre. 
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Drawing by Walk the Plank's artist Becky Bryson 
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Description of Event: 

The theme for this years float was "eureka" which was inspired the inventions and 

breakthrough of the community.  

 

We chose to use the period of the three kingdoms as our theme as the period was full of 

innovation for China and we wanted to create interest in the community about this 

inspiring time. 

  

The discontent of the people divided China in that period because people no longer 

wanted to deal with the corruption in the country, both from its rulers and its politics.  

This led to three separate rulers all claiming to be the rightful emperor of China hence 

the name.  

This all happened in 220 AD but despite it being so long ago the extraordinary battles, 

legendary characters and shocking stories are still being told today in films, TV series, on 

the stage and in video games. 

 

Society and technology adapted quickly during the war and many technology’s were 

developed such as hydraulic puppet theatres, fireworks and Feng Shui. Even things you 

would never think of playing a part in war such as Kites and Paper Sky Lanterns, were 

invented to confuse opposition armies as they attempted to navigate the stars. The 

innovation was in the materials they used to make these object because they used 

paper or silk which is normally seen to be flammable. 

  

Another thing we featured to reflect this is the 'Man Tou' which is a form of bread that 

is still eaten today but was originally created to feed armies as they could be made 

cheaply and left to dry and used as a ration. As a result it was credited with prolonging 

and saving the lives of countless soldiers who had to hide out in forests.  

 

Warriors such as Guan Yu were immortalised by their bravery and strength in battle, he 

was defied soon after his death and is still worshipped today and is seen in police 

stations around China. His character has also become a regular fixture in Chinese opera 

usually seen as a strong, imposing red figure. We used his mask in our parade along with 

a host of other characters who have been immortalised this way from their exploits. 
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Art and Craft design  

We worked with Walk the Plank's talented artist Becky Bryson again this year to create 

our flags for our concept. She manipulated thin bamboo sticks and used bubble wrap 

to create the base shapes of the designs and our own in-house artist Sami Ling came 

into the parades warehouse in the old Granada building, once a week 

to paper mache the designs and paint them using Becky's sketches as a guide.  

 

 

Once the paint dried Becky used a glue gun to finalise the pieces with embellishments 

and colourful ribbons and mount them onto a metal frame she had created.  
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Wei (魏), painted by Sami Ling 

 

  

Wu (吳)), painted by Sami Ling 

 

  

 

 

The kite is widely recognized as 

having originated in China. 
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Shu (蜀), painted by Sami Ling 
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Making Armour 

After Sami cut out the main structure of the armour, other volunteers came to cut out 

the decorations including the dragon crests and glued them together. There was also a 

flag making workshop for the parade where we created stencils of the symbols of each 

state and poured glitter on them so each group had their own flags to carry. 
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Making flag  

Linda, Jenny and Situ hand cut out Chinese character and painted 45 glitter flags 
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Making Sky Lantern  

  

 

Another workshop was also provided where our resident artists Sami, George and 

Eleanor came to create the paper sky lanterns. As these paper lanterns were made to fly 

really high into the sky there were lots of experimentation done to find the right 

technique to keep the lanterns shape as well as have the appropriate weight so that 

it could be carried by children and wouldn't fall during the parade. 

 
Sky Lantern at the back 
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Making masks  

  

 

 

  
 

As for the masks, we hand painted them 

to a variety (Red, Blue and Green) of colours to 

match our flags and made three different groups 

to represent the three Kingdoms.    

Our volunteers have been so hands on and have  

given a lot of input and time on this project. 
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Designing T-shirt and storyboard  

 

MCC Drawing class -  designing their own T-shirt for Parade 

 

 

Parade storyboard by Yu Yee Zheung 张如意 
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Creating Music for The Manchester Three Kingdoms 

Our music teacher and an accomplished Guzheng player, Peng Tong also composed the 

piece of music we used for the Parade. The tempo reflected the strategies of war with 

the rushing notes and contemplative rhythms was customised to fit the theme of the 

three kingdoms. With the piece having been finalised it was intended as a skeleton 

which we would hang other classical instruments, but after weeks of experimentation it 

was decided that the piece worked strongest as a solo. The BBC came by to interview 

individuals who worked on the parade as well as record the music. 

  

 
Juanita Yau, BBC Manchester Chinatown and Chairwoman of 

Wai Ying 

 
 

Music teacher Louisa Yong and Peng Tong 

Quotes by Jenny Wong 

MCC built their own goal to promote Music. Chinese music is so unique and different from western 

music and we hope that the community can learn to appreciate the beauty of the tranquillity 

sound and enjoy the amazing skills of Guzhang. We have been working with three music teachers 

to establish a Music Centre, so our children can learn music.  MCC also runs an Elderly Chinese 

Opera, where people play live music every Tuesday night. MCC also provides a professional 

musician Peng Tong are its teacher who used Guzheng to create a magnificent piece of music for 

the parade as “Manchester Three kingdoms “ for the Manchester Day. We managed to record this 

music by a professional Gregory Chiche as well which is an amazing break through! 
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Preparing dance for Parade  

We also had Zai Ming Wang come in to teach some girls a ribbon dance to this piece of 

music which on the day they performed wearing red opera costumes with the British 

flag glued to the back and long grey plumes attached to their hats. 

 

 

 
 

Dance teacher Zaiming Wang 

 

Ready to go! Fantastic! 
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 Artist Becky Bryson with young dancers 

 
 

Quotes by Linda Chan 

The Three Kingdoms (AD 220–280) was the tripartite division of China between the states of Wei 
(魏), Shu (蜀), and Wu (吳), following the Han dynasty. My main job was making 45 flags, used 

blue for Wei (魏), green for Shu (蜀), and red for Wu (吳).  I had to cut out the three characters 

by hand, then hand paint glitter colour onto each flag.  The glitter has given our flags even more 
depth but it was my worst fear that it would come off when it was dry. more spectacle fun for 
our flags.   All our rooms were in the mess and when the children walked over the floor it has 
passed to the whole building from the reception to the stairs, all covered with glitter! Children 
love it and found it fun! 
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Project Manager Linda Chan 

 
 

Hand painted glitter on flags 
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Project leader Qili Situ 
 
 
 
 

Quotes by Qili Situ 

We have been involved with the Manchester Day Parade for the past five years and 
we continued to perform again this year. We are very proud of our innovators who 
inspire us and improve our day to day lives. In fact, Ancient China did indeed have a 
well-developed social structure and technological background. It has produced many 
famous inventions and memorable literature. We feel especially proud of  BBC (British 
Born Chinese) children’s academic results as their Maths and Science scores are always 
at the top of the class.  Nowadays, lots of Chinese scientists are working as scientists 
and inventors in Universities across the globe. We should celebrate the Sciences and 
BBC children’s school result because they are our tomorrow and very soon they will 
bring our next EUREKA moments. 
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Volunteer Kevin But 

 

Quotes by Kevin But 

I feel very lucky to live in Manchester. It is great to find out Manchester is a city of firsts: it 
has the first Chinese Arch in Europe, the first Chinatown Archive in Europe, the first 
Chinese Library in European, the first Chinese Community that truly integrates with the 
local Parade, the first free public library at Chetham’s and the first Top of the Pops was 
performed here (from an old church in Rusholme). It was here that Rutherford split the 
atom, Manchester was the first broadcast and the world's first computer was established 
here.  Now, the Chinese community are building a huge complex in Manchester 
Airport.  Where our city has led, many have often followed.  
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                                                                     Ada Jiang and her children  
 

 

Quotes by Ada Jiang 

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to all our sponsors, organiser, volunteers 

for their support and their dedication to this event. I love every minute of it! 

 

Quotes by Kunru Li 

Because MCC have been working on the Manchester Day for years, people like to find 
out what we created for this year.  Jenny tried to keep it secret and ended up dividing 
the whole project into different parts.  I have been wondering for weeks what the 
whole picture would be like but I have found it very exciting to be a part of.  I was only 
allowed to see the whole project put together to days before the show, but I felt very 
privileged already because being part of this is such a thrill! 
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Over 110 volunteers outside Manchester Football Museum 

     

Quotes by Pan Smith, MCC Finance Controller 

Originally, we have lots of ideas for Chinese Three Kingdoms float in the parade, but lack 

of funding, meant that we just had to cut it down.  I found it very funny that our project 

manager has been keeping on remind us constantly to be informal, creative and fun - 

based on scientists, but that we also needed an artistic feel and to be interactive, 

brainstorming and playful…… Everything we suggested was just too expensive. I thought 

it very hard to decide who and what to represent in regards to Chinese science 

because China has 5000 years of history and 100s of well-known scientists. In the end we 

made three huge kites and 45 flags. MCC had to contribute some money to decorate the 

flags.  Jenny wanted extra sky lantern and opera masks, so MCC supported this. Anyway, 

it doesn't matter now. Most important of all is that we are enjoyed this event and the 

atmosphere of the parade is beyond words. My whole family was there with my husband 

saying that was the best Father Day’s gift. 
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Little dancer Xia Yan 

Quotes by Liping Wen 

Summer 2016, will be remembered as the year Manchester celebrated itself as the 
European City of Science. As a local Chinese Community we want to be part of it and 
sharing this celebration with wider communities.   Of course, we would like to use this 
opportunity to teach our BBC children (British Born Chinese) how to research for our 
heritage of Chinese History and Sciences.  Celebrating the British history of science is not 
enough for them because the Eureka moment of Chinese History and Science is 
extremely difficult for the BBC children. After few weeks’ research they found exciting to 
explore the Chinese science.  They have inspired by the scientists.  Amazingly, they 
children like to compare Western and Eastern science.  We hope this is a mix in the 
creative mind for the 2016 ’s Manchester Day- EUREKA!                  
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Jenny Wong, Eleanor Wong, Sami Ling and George  

 

Quotes by Eleanor Wong 

Manchester Day was EUREKA! I was thrilled to discover the story of the three Chinese 
Kingdoms and to learn about the scientist Zhuge Liang (Kongming). He has inspired me 
totally. In 220AD, he invented Chinese Feng Shiu and Sky Lanterns ( 天灯), also known 

as a Kongming lantern, named after him. In 220AD having those Sky Lanterns flown in the 
sky which must have felt like a fairy tale. How cool that it was later developed to balloon 
munitions for military signalling. My friends Dan, Kevin, George and Sami have been 
helping me to build 12 huge Sky Lanterns to celebrate our Chinese  
scientists Zhuge Liang. I wish my dad could see my sky lanterns.  I have drawn an 
enormous heart on one of the lantern for dad.  I couldn’t spend my afternoon with him 
because of this Parade Day, but I want to use Sky lantern to celebrate my Father's 
Day!  My dad is my sky lantern; he is leading me in the dark sky. 
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Project manager Daniel He, from William Hulme Grammar School. He has been working 

with children, parents and volunteers.  
 
 

 
 

Quotes by Daniel He  

I like economy and politics but not science. So personally, I saw the Chinese Three 
Kingdoms as Russia, the USA and China, in the modern world.  We used 3 different colour 
of masks and flag to represent 3 Kingdoms.  Blue is USA, Green is Russia and Red is China. I 
spent my whole half term holiday working on those masks, each of them with different 
patterns.  I felt absolutely dizzy with them.   As project leader I have to make sure each of 
our teams delivered their best, after all it is representing the Chinese Community. I am 
very proud of my achievement!  
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Quotes by Sami Ling, 

artist   

As a British Born Chinese person i 
grew up learning a lot about 
European history and not my 
families. I'm astonished such a 
huge culture influence such as the 
Three Kingdoms passed me by, 
which goes to show the force of 
the parade as an educational tool. 
I have learnt a lot about how 
many Chinese traditions 
originated from this period and 
the complexities of Chinese 
society. It was a joy to see all the 
little things that we were working 
on come together and all the 
children having so much fun. 
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Volunteers: 

Over 110 volunteers joined us for the parade.  We had an amazing, fun time together! 

 

Year 4 volunteers 

 

  
Year 5 volunteers  

 
Year 4 

volunteers 
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Year 6 volunteers 

  

GCSE class volunteers 

       

 
 

                “I am really enjoying the Parade and definitely recommed to anyone!”  Haiyan Ma 
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Thank acknowledgments 鸣 谢 

We would like to pass on our sincere thanks and gratitude to everyone who has taken 
part in this Parade activity and to all their friends and family who supported us.  This 
achievement have been highlighted of the Manchester City.  We are extremely proud of 
the Manchester Chinese community.  

Special Thank to: 

Manchester City Council 
Walk the Plank 
Canada Boyd, Producer of Day Parade 
Becky Bryson, Artist 
Sami Ling,   Artist 
Ben Turner,  Manchester Day Project & Stage Manager  
Manchester Chinese Martial Arts Centre曼城智武国術会, Master Mankei Tang 

Manchester Chinese Centre, Jenny Wong  
All Partners合作伙伴: Peng Tong, Linda Chan, Qili Situ and Liping Wen 

Music created by Peng Tong 
Music recording:  Gregory Chiche,  Juanita Yau, Louisa Yong,  Ying Han and Dan Cui 
Filming: T Smith  
Photographer: Xinyu James Wang  
 

Participating Volunteers:   
Parade Youth team leader: Daniel He何承恩 

Zaming Wang in-charge Dance team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P011 Pan Smith s018 潘一一 Ning Elisabeth Smith  

P012 T Smith    

P013 吴 晓丹 s019 夏可心 Kacy Xia 

  s020 姚雅妮 Yanny Yao  

P014 Mr. Yu dad s021 余诺诗 Nuo Shi Yu 

P015 Mrs.  Zhao s022 赵莹莹 Isabel Zhao 

P016 Mr. Zhao s023 赵萱萱 Olivia Zhao 

P017 Shaungning Mok s024 莫薇诗 Wei Shi Pollitt 

P019 Lan Ru s025  Xia Yan 
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Liping Wen in charge Sky Lantern  

 

 

 

     
     
     
     
     
     

  
 

  

  
 

  
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     

 Blue team    

     

P001 Mr. He s001 李坤儒 Kunru  Li 

P002  Lei Fang Gao Mum s002 陈浩轩 Derek Hao xuan chen 

P003  Ming Hua Chen  s003 陈浩文 Danny Hao wen chen  

P004 Suk Ying Cheng 郑淑英 s004 李诗琴 Shi Qin Li 

P005  s005 陈 焱溱 Leo Chen 

P005 Amy Dong   s006 陈 焱坤 Alvin Chen 

P006   s007 赵方兴 Allen Zhao 

P007 Ada Jiang  s008 苏锐文 Kenny Su  

  s009 苏锐恒 Leo Su  

P008 Mrs. Su  s010 苏健鸿 Kiu Hong  Su 

P008 Li Hua Yan岑丽华 s011 吴昊昇 Hao Sheng Ng  

P009 Shu Fen Li Mum  s012 李 思华 Katie Lee 

P010 Q H Xue 徐桂香 s014 谢 宜臻 Angela Tse 

P010  s015 谢 宛臻 Amy Tse 

  s016 潘歧谦 Jack Ki Him Pun 

  s017 潘歧享 Harry Ki Heng Pun 
 
 
     

 
P020 Laing Zhen   s026 伍焱炀 Yan Yang Wu 

P021  s027 伍焱莹 Mary Wu  

P022 Hang Li  s028 李诗琦 Nicole Li  

P023 Jian Ying Wu  s029   Meggy Li 

  s030   Peggy Li  

P024 Mei Rong Li   
s031 

郑慧玲 Emily Cheng  

  
s032 

李 承耀 Charlie Lee 

P024 Rui Yun Yang  s031 叶仕楠 Shi Nan Ye 

  s032 叶恩恩 Kacy Ye 

  s033 叶千千 Kathy Ye 

P025 Ya Ping WU 吴 亚平  s034 吴昊銘 Hao Ming Ng 

P026 Shu Wang  s035 谷家榕 Mimi Gu 

  s036 谷浩榕 Hou-iong Gu  

P027 William Chen 陈俊延  s033 陈慧怡 Sophie Wai Yee Chan  

P028 Lizhi Lai 赖丽珠  s037 梁子蘅 Lris Liang 

  s038 毕剑浩 Kevin But 
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Libing Chan in-charge Red team  

 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Situ in-charge Green team  

 

 

 

 

 

 
   

  

     

     

     

     

 End  

Teachers Zhiliang Chen     
1 Rs039 詹姆士罗根 James Logan   
2 Rs040 吉娜罗根 Xena Logan  
3 Rs041 周浩威 Daniel Hao Wei Zhou  
4 Rs042 李彬 Benny Li   
5 Rs043 陈淑娜 Shuk Na Chan  
6 Rs044 陈耀城 Jeffery Yao Cheng Chen 

 
7 Mr. Wong Rs045 黄子华 Anjelina Wong  
8  Hong Li Rs046 刘依琪 Yi Qi Liu  
9 Rs047 陈懿婷 Phyoebe Chen  
10 Rs048   Eleanor Wong   
11 Rs049 

 
Georage   

12 Rs050 
 

Yuwi Tang   
13 Rs051 

 
Nicole Platt   

14 Rs052 
 

BEN BLOWMAN  
15 Rs053  Jingxa You 

 

 

Teachers Yu Lihong     
1 Gs054  Wu Zhiqin   
2 Gs055  James Zhang   
3  王嘉 新 Jacky Wang  
4 Gs056 王嘉 嘉 Susan Wang  
5 Gs057 周诗盈 Emily Shi Ying Zhou  
6 Gs058 甘飞姸 Alison Gan  
7   Gs059 李新凤 Xin Fung Li  
8 Gs060 李 新龙  Xin Long Li  
9 Gs061 周芷辉 Soiphia Zhou  
10 Gs062 伍淑萍 Natale Wu  
11 Gs063 楼星辰 Sunny Lou  
12 Gs064 朱欣欣 Susan Zhu  
13 Gs065 苏键螣 KinTeng Su  
15 Gs066   

 


